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If you have indoor plants in the house, you know their effect on breathing better and how
they get along quickly with others, as well as boost the mood. Apart from health benefits,
you can grow them conveniently. With the plant stands, you can take care of the plants
quickly and enhance the feel and look of the house. If you or someone you know has plants,
then a Flower Stand and plant pots are an excellent way for nurturing your love for flowers
throughout the year. Regardless it is winters, summers, sunshine, or rain. If you want to
keep plants inside or want to make an oasis in the patio, then the plant stands and plant
pots will show your plants in a good light and make a great style statement in the house.
Different types of plant stands are available today at several stores of afterpay Australia.
Getting the best Flower Stand for the house involves considering different options. There
are some factors that have to be considered, such as the taste that you have in your home
décor, the size of the house, and the number of plant pots that you have. You can get the
Flower Stand and give your house a uniform look or mix or match the styles to provide a
more eclectic look.

Materials of Plant Stands

The material that you will select will be dependent on where you want to keep the Flower
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Stand. You have the flexibility of choosing when it comes to the material of getting plant
stands for indoor spaces as they will not be exposed to external elements. On the other
hand, if you choose materials of plant stands for outdoor spaces, they must be made from
powder-coated or weatherproof to make sure that the piece will stay with you for a longer
time.
Wood
The wooden plant stands will give you more space to keep your plant pots, and if you coat
them with the best sealant, you can even use them in your outdoor spaces. The Flower
Stand made of wood may also be used as multipurpose furnishing as you can use them as
stools or side tables. The natural grain finishes will blend really well with your minimalistic
styles and Scandinavian and modern home styles because they will add depth and texture to
the furni8shed space. Select the lighter wood finishes and pair them with ceramic and stone
plant pots for the modern interior; on the other hand, choose plant stands with darker
wood finishes for a traditional interior.

Steel
Adding steel in the house will give your space a luxurious touch and make an exciting
contrast between the natural texture and green plants, and the metallic finish. The plant
stands made of steel make an airy and open look, which is great for Scandinavian, modern,
or transitional homes. It will make your plant pots the center of attention without
overpowering the furnishing in the house.

Selecting The Best Size for your plant stands
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Looking for the perfect size of Flower Stand at the afterpay Australia stores makes sure that
the piece will fit perfectly with the current style as well as support the weight and size of
the outdoor and indoor plant pots.
To get the perfect size of plant stands, you should consider the dimensions and height of the
plants. Various plants grow to different widths and heights that impact the plant stands size
that you will require. The rule of thumb to follow is that if you have a taller plant in the
house, you should have a lower Flower Stand. Plants like the Kentia palm, ficus, and splitleaf philodendron will grow more than four feet and must be paired with the lower plant,
which stands between six to ten inches with a broader base for stability.
The plants that are shorter, like a cast iron plant, snake plant, and peace lily, grow up to
between one to two feet, and you can display them on the plant stands that are 40 inches in
height. Go for the nesting tables set having different heights for displaying the collection of
shorter plants for creating interest and movement in the room. Another factor that you
should consider is the fall of the plant.
Many plants will grow over the planter’s side and fall towards the floor that makes a
dramatic statement. Although, the plants extending two to three inches below your plant
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pots must be displayed in the taller Flower Stand so that the plant can be displayed to the
full advantage and protect the fronds from being damaged.

Types of Plant Stands

You will see various Flower Stand that you can buy by using afterpay Australia at the
stores. They accommodate the plant’s needs and match the décor of your house. The few
styles that you can get are as follows:
Nesting
The nesting plant stands are a set that fits together naturally and is usually in descending
order of size. You can keep each Flower standing next to each other to make your space
multi-dimensional or keep the plant stands at several places to create more focus points.
You can keep them at the entryway or your hallway’s end for making a bold statement and
to impress your guests. They can also be used on the patio with large plants for creating a
lush green space.
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Tiered
The tiered Flower Stand will allow you to make a multi-dimensional and textured look. If you
have many plants, you can keep them on this Flower Stand to free the space. You can keep
the edible flowers and potted herbs on it to make your outdoor space look inviting and
create a functional kitchen garden.
At the shopy store, you can use afterpay Australia to get the plant stands that you want for
your space. Our Flower Stand is excellent for indoor and outdoor spaces. Shop your plant
stands and plant pots now.
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